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Sammanfattning 
 

Sammanfattning 
 
Beredning av monteringsprocessen för produktförändringar på Scanias slutmonterings-
verkstäder bereds på utvecklingslinjen i Södertälje. Arbetet utförs tillsammans av montö-
rer, produktberedare och produktionstekniker. Processberedningen förankras och levere-
ras inför produktionsstart till Scania slutmonteringsverkstäder i Södertälje, Zwolle, Anger 
och Sao Paolo. Detta arbetssätt infördes på Scania år 2000 och idag ser man ett behov av 
att analysera och förbättra monteringsinstruktionerna/produktbeskrivningen vilken är en 
del av den processberedning som utförs på utvecklingslinjen. 
 
Examensarbetets uppgift är således att genom analys av de olika typer av monteringsin-
struktioner som finns inom och utanför Scania dels komma med förslag på hur Scania i 
framtiden ska beskriva lastbilen för att underlätta och kvalitetssäkra slutmonteringen av 
lastbilar och dels ge en bild av hur man gör idag inom och utanför Scania. 
 
En nulägesanalys har gjorts för att identifiera och kartlägga vilka instruktioner som finns 
idag, vilka montörernas behov är med avseende på instruktioner för kvalitetssäkrad mon-
tering och hur slutmonteringsverkstäderna vill att produkten ska beskrivas. Vidare har en 
omfattande benchmarking genomförts för att identifiera hur andra producerande företag 
skapar monteringsinstruktioner samt vad instruktionerna innehåller. 
 
Genom att systematiskt gå igenom materialet och väga in SPS (Scanias Produktions Sy-
stem) har förlag tagits fram på hur produkten skall beskrivas för slutmonteringsverkstä-
derna i framtiden för att säkerställa att en Scanialastbil ser exakt likadan ut oberoende på 
var den har byggts. 
 
De resultat som tagits fram är  

o Decision template, skall fungera som bas för när en instruktion skall utvecklas 
o Tempo description, en instruktion som beskriver lastbilen I en detaljnivå. 
o Introduction kit, skall användas vid större introduktioner av nya detaljer. 
o Work order, ett hjälpmedel för montören att snabbt och enkelt få önskad information 

om en specifik detalj på aktuell lastbil 
o Benchmarking, denna beskriver hur konkurrenter och fabriker med liknande produk-

tion går till väga idag. 
 
Under arbetets gång har en känsla av att det kanske inte är verktygen som har störst be-
hov av att utvecklas utan arbetet med att få alla inblandade att jobba mot samma mål och 
på samma sätt. Detta är mest troligt en ledningsfråga där gemensamma arbetssätt bör säl-
jas in mer, både med påtryckningar och med utbildning. 
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Abstract 
 

Abstract 
 
The preparations of assembly process for process changes at Scania final assembly work-
shops are prepared at development line in Södertälje. The work is done by assembly per-
sonnel, product preparators and product engineers together. The process preparation is 
anchored and delivered before start of production to the final assembly factories of 
Scania in Södertälje, Zwolle, Anger and Sao Paolo. This way of working was introduced 
year 2000 and to day, Scania perceive a need of analysing and improve the assembly in-
structions/product description. 
 
The task with this thesis are consequently that through analyse of the different types of 
assembly instructions available inside and outside of Scania produce a proposal for 
Scania, how to describe the truck to facilitate and insure the quality of the final assembly. 
 
A current state analysis have been done to identify and map out which instructions who 
are available to day, which are the needs of the assembly personnel are in a quality se-
cured assembly point of view and how the final assembly factories want the product to be 
described. Furthermore a extensive benchmarking been carried through to identify how 
other producing companies creates assembly instructions and what they contain.   
 
Through systematic analysing of the material and with help of SPS (Scania Production 
System) proposals have created to describe the product in the future so that a truck should 
look the same independent of which final assembly it was build in. 
 
The results that have been created are: 
  

o Decision template, shall work as a template to know when an instruction should be 
made. 

o Tempo description, a instruction who describes the truck in a part level. 
o Introduction kit, should be created when there are a major introduction. 
o Work order, a simple way for the operator to get required information for a specific 

truck. 
o Bench marking, describes how competitors and factory’s with similar production 

does it to day. 
 
During the work, a feeling of that it might not are the tools that hade greatest need of be-
ing developed but the work with getting all involved to work against the same target and 
at a similar way. This is probably mostly a matter for the management where common 
way of working should be sold in, both with pressure and educations. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1 Introduction 
The introduction describes the background, purpose, strategy and delimits of this project.  

1.1 Background 
 
The preparations of the assembly process for product changes at the final assembly facto-
ries of Scania are prepared at developing line in Södertälje. The work is done by assem-
bly personnel, product preparators and product engineers together. The process prepara-
tion is anchored and delivered before start of production to the final assembly factories of 
Scania in Södertälje, Zwolle, Anger and Sao Paolo. This way of working was introduced 
year 2000 and to day, Scania perceive a need of analysing and improve the assembly in-
structions/product description.  
 

1.2 Purpose statement 
The purpose of this project is to develop and design a proposal of what, when and how 
the instructions should be delivered. A large part of the project was also to perform 
benchmarking with companies whom are either leading in final assembling or have pre-
sented interesting solutions. 

1.3 Strategy 
Trough current state analysis of Scania, benchmarking with other production companies 
and theory studies, clarify what the MSPP department should deliver. 

1.4 Delimits 
Due to that this project involves many differences branches within Scania, 
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2 Scania – The Company 
 

2 Scania – The Company 

2.1 Scania in general 
There noting else are proclaimed, the material in “Scania the company” comes from 
Scania’s global website. 
 
Scania were founded out of Vagnsfabrik - Aktiebolaget i Södertelge (Vabis), Scania in 
Malmö, the merged company Scania-Vabis and the postwar period Scania division within 
the Saab – Scania group. 
Vabis was founded in 1891 and they manufactured railroad wagons back then. The first 
truck was built in the year of 1902. In 1911 Vabis and Scania in Malmö became one 
company, Scania - Vabis. Scania started its manufacturing and sales expansion in the be-
ginning of the 1950th. Since that, Scania has developed from being a national producer to 
a global corporation. In the middle of the 1990th Scania became an independent company 
and its products received the same name. Scania were listed on the Stockholm and the 
New York exchange list in the year of 1996. 
 
Today, Scania is one of the fourth largest manufactures of heavy trucks in the world and 
also a global leader of buses, industrial- and marine engine manufacturing. 
Scania have several different service products for example service and finances and not 
just only manufacturing. This is to give the customers an entirety concept. 
Scania is prosecute business in hundreds markets in Europe, Latin America, Asia, Africa 
and Australia. Around 29 000 persons are employed by Scania world wide and 12 000 of 
them works in Sweden. Above them approximately 20 000 persons works in Scania’s de-
tached sales- and services organisations. 
 
Scania develops, manufacturing and sales trucks with a total weight above 16 tons. 
The bus program consists of bus chassis and complete buses. The industrial- and marine 
engines are used as generator set of machinery, contract- and agriculture machines and in 
ships. 
Scania is also sales spare parts and workshops services in shape of maintenance and repa-
rations. Scania offers service- and maintenance agreements and finance solutions to the 
customers. 
The largest market is the Western Europe where almost 70% of all trucks are sold, but for 
the buses it is only 34%. The assembly capacity each year is 50 000 vehicles in Europe 
and 20 000 in Latin America. (Source: Scania intranet). 
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2.2 Scania modular system 
To offer the market a dynamic product, Scania is using a modular system to meet the cus-
tomers will to choose from a variety of variants. The modular system makes it possible to 
assemble different variants of components to a complete truck or buss at low production 
cost. The modular system could be compared with Lego©, the different parts fits together 
in spite of differences in shape. The modular system has become synonymous with 
Scania in Sweden and it is characterised of high quality and low production costs. 
(Source: Scania intranet). 
 

 
Picture 1: Scania modular system (Source: intranet) 

2.3 Scania production plants 
At the same time as the international expansion has the business in Sweden grown strong. 
In the 60’s and the 70’s was the business in Södertälje complemented with productions 
units in Luleå, Falun, Oskarshamn, Sibbhult and Katrineholm. Today are all manufactur-
ing of components for the European assembly factories concentrated to Sweden with pro-
duction in: 

• Södertälje – engines and transmission. 
• Falun – axels. 
• Oskarshamn – cabines. 
• Sibbhult – transmission and exhaust retarders. 
• Luleå – chassis frames and bridges for rear axel. 

The final assembly in Europe takes place at Scania’s plants in Södertälje, Zwolle in Hol-
land and Angers in France. 
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Picture 2: Scania production units in Europe (Source: Scania intranet) 

2.4 Scania in Södertälje 
Besides head quarter and product development is Södertälje hosting several production 
units, purchase department and spare part stocks. 
In the foundry are parts to Scania engines casted and processed. The engine workshop 
processes the engine parts and assembles them. Since year 2000 is the European produc-
tion concentrated to Sweden and Södertälje. In the transmission workshops are parts to 
transmissions manufactured and camshafts are hardened. The parts are mainly delivered 
for assembling in Falun, Sibbhult and to the engine assembly in Södertälje and Latin 
America. The final assembly of both trucks and bus chassis are performed in the chassis 
workshop. The assembling of bus chassis were moved from Katrineholm to Södertälje in 
the year of 2002. There are approximately 7 000 employees at Scania in Södertälje today. 

2.5 Scania chassis workshop 
In the year of 2003 worked approximately 1 000 persons at the chassis workshop. During 
that year they manufactured 7 222 trucks and 2663 bus chassis both to the European mar-
ket as well as markets outside Europe, for example the Asian market that grows very fast 
today. That means that in average there were produced 33 trucks and 12 buses every day 
in Södertälje. (Source: Scania intranet) 
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3 Theory 
The theory chapter is partly based on information about SPS that comes from the SPS 
handbook and on SPS’s homepage at Scania intranet, also on interview theory and as-
sembling theory. 

3.1 Scania Production System, SPS 
The Scania Production System is Scania’s common platform for increasing profitability, 
growth and competitive power. In this chapter will there be a summary of the basic phi-
losophies, priorities and principles that are the base for Scania working methods. 

3.1.1 The Scania house 
The Scania production system can be compared to a house built upon three philosophies: 

• Customer first 
• Respect for the individual 
• Elimination of waste 
 

 
Picture 3: The Scania house (Source: Scania intranet) 
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3.1.2 Philosophies 
The philosophies of Scania, Customer first, Respect for the individual and Elimination of 
waste forms the foundation on the Scania house. 
 
• Customer first 

Highlights the importance of understanding the needs of the customers, no custom-
ers, nothing to produce. You only begin to produce when it is a need and when the 
customer demands it, a so-called consumption controlled production. 

• Respect for the individual 
Scania is building high quality trucks and one important key, is to have committed 
fellow workers. The high technical skills of the assembly personnel that is crucial 
on the assembly line, is very important for Scania. That makes it very important to 
have respect for the individual to keep them at Scania and also to have a good repu-
tation for future employees. 

• Elimination of waste 
To meet a harder market and not loose customers to the competitors Scania always 
have to lower its production costs, by continuously search and eliminate waste 
through continuously improvements. 

3.1.3 Priorities 
The correct choices can be made by using the priorities below as a starting point in dis-
cussions. The mutual priorities make that everybody share the same point of view of what 
is important.  
Scania priorities in everyday work are equally important: 

1. Safety/ Environment 
2. Quality 
3. Delivery 
4. Cost 

3.1.4 Principles 
Normal situation – standardised working method 
The normal situation is the starting point of work and the aim is continuous improvement. 
The normal situation is based on standardisation, a tact time and a levelled and balanced 
flow throughout the entire production chain. The work is visualised so that everyone can 
see what is normal and abnormal. Works are performed in real time. This means that in-
formation is directly available to the person who needs it. 
 
Right from me 
“Right from me” means that things are done properly, right from the start. With the right 
tools, instructions and using correct methods, makes it virtually impossible to do things 
wrong. You work within clear customer-supplier relationships, and you have the right 
competence for each assignment. You also use the right control methods in a quality-
assured process. 
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Consumption-controlled production 
The production does not start until the customer has signalled a need. This can be con-
trolled, for example, using visual buffers or using Kanban cards so that everyone can see 
when it is time to start production. The principle of consumption-controlled production 
shall leaven all through the chain of production, from manufacturing of separate parts to a 
complete truck ready for delivering. 
 
Continuous improvement 
Continuous improvement means that you create a new and better normal situation by cut-
ting waste. Challenging and improving the process is a part of daily work in the im-
provement groups. The priorities are based upon process follow-up, which is also a natu-
ral part of the work. 

3.2 Best Practice 
Scania production units are collaborating to make work and problem solving more easily 
by using common working methods. You analyse which parts of the production that can 
be used in a similar way in other places. By taking the best parts of the current methods 
and new solutions, a best method are formed, a so-called Best practice. The best practice 
solutions are collected and formed to an on paper, ideal factory. This ideal factory forms 
the model for the different production units.  
There are many upsides of having similar production units. Introductions of new products 
are processed more smoothly if everybody have the same tools and way of working. Each 
production unit must not develop its own solution so the work with continuous improve-
ment can be simplified by exchanging know-how between each other. 
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3.3 Interview theory 
This section is about the facts that have been the foundation in the interviews performed 
in this project. Facts in these sections come from Jacobsen (1993). 

3.3.1 The guided or structured interview 
Jacobsen means that during this type of interview an interview guide or a checklist is 
used, which consists of different themes concerning the subject of the interview. The 
purpose with this is that the person who is getting interviewed shall meet relevant and 
similar themes. It is of no importance in which order the questions comes, it is more or 
less up to the interviewer to frame the questions. The interview consists mostly of so-
called open questions (see chapter 4.3.3) 
This form of interviewing gives a set of interviews, which are so structured, that they can 
be compared with each other. Besides that gives it the possibilities for new and unex-
pected aspects to come forward. 
 

High level of 
structure 

Low level of 
structure 

Inquiry with fixed 
answer options 
 
Interviews were you 
wish to make a 
qualitative analyse 
of the results 

Inquiry or interview 
with so-called open 
questions 
 
Projective methods 
for example Ror-
schach test 

High level of 
standardisation 

The doctor’s inves-
tigation of previous 
medical history. 
 
 
Focussing interviews 

Interviews were you 
wish to do a qualita-
tive analyse of the 
results 
 
Journalistic inter-
views 

Low level of 
standardisation 

Picture 4: Example of different types of interviews and inquiry depending of high or low 
level of standardisation and structure (Patel and Davidson, 2003). 
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3.3.2 Reflecting 
To get the interviewed person to develop its comments, reflecting a way to proceed ac-
cording to Jacobsen. 
If the respondent shows signs of anger, the interviewer says, “You became anger?” and 
after that does not says anymore. This behaviour makes the respondent to develop its 
comment in most cases. This interview method is very efficient to get the respondents to 
open up an keep the discussion alive. 
This efficiency in this method can be due of that the interviewer shows that he/she listens 
and that the interview is on the respondent’s terms, which is quiet rare in other situations. 
A downside of interviews based on reflecting is that they are difficult to control. 
Reflecting make that the interviewer get close to the respondent fast and get to know 
things never told before. This can lead to that the interview goes deeper then it was 
planed to do and that requires a certain level of tact and moral. 

3.3.3 Open, closed and guided questions 
According to Jacobsen becomes a question more open the more alternatives there are to 
the questions. If the question does not have many answer alternatives is the question a 
closed one. 
A certain type of closed questions is guided questions. These questions lead the respon-
dent to answer in a certain way. An example of question is “You must have been glad to 
start school again”. A lager part of the answer is built in into the question in a guided 
question. Closed or guided questions can be used as a stop function if the interviewer 
wants to end a part or the whole interview. 

3.3.4 Vague questions 
There will not be a good connection between the interviewer and the respondent if ques-
tions posed are vague. This can make the respondent unsecured, confused and the feeling 
of being dumb or doped. According to Jacobsen can vague questions be due of several 
different factors. The thought behind the question can be vague, the interviewer is using 
words and expressions he/she do not understand or the question is referring to an occur-
rence, which is unfamiliar for the respondent. It can be due to that the interviewer does 
not dare to pose the question straight out 

3.3.5 Disposition of the interview 
Kylén thinks that the first step is that the interviewer shall present him/herself and inform 
about the intention with the interview, how it is going to proceed and how long it is going 
to take. Besides that thinks Kylén it is important to let the respondent know what is going 
to happen with the results from the interview. 
 
According to Patel and Davidsson (2003) is it most common to start with neutral ques-
tions. In most cases, the interview starts with little about the background information and 
the interview is ended at the same way. Between the introduction and the summary 
comes the questions that is about the subject for the interview. 
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3.4 Assembling theory 
After been shipped around to different persons at universities, it stood clear that there are 
very little or none research on how to present information to the assembly personnel. A 
scientist named Tomas Engström at Chalmers institute of technology is working with 
theories about “alternative assembling”. His studies means that you should give the as-
sembly personnel a picture of the whole product and that is done best by assemble the 
whole product in stations. 
 
The fact that this way of producing has negative effects on the production economy and 
Volvo trucks were the last vehicle manufacture to leave that way of working have made 
that that material is not discussed any further. 

3.5 Benchmarking 
This chapter clarifies for the conception benchmarking. 
 
Benchmarking or process comparing as it also is called, is a way of compare your own 
company with other companies which have the same or similar processes, to optimise the 
own organisation. According to Camp (1989b) means benchmarking “the search after the 
best working processes that leads to outstanding achievement for a company”. 
The basic idea, according to Bergman and Klefsjö (2001), is to do a careful comparing 
between a process within the own organisation and another process and take good advan-
tage of that. The compared process can be an identical or similar and it can be a process 
in another division within the same company or in another company. 
Bergman and Klefsjö considers that the exchange and the learning through benchmarking 
is done upon a trust between the parts. They also point out that benchmarking is so mutch 
than coping somebody else processes. It demands a deep analyse of the own processes so 
the new information and knowledge can be adapted to the own unique situation. 
 
The first known company whom performed benchmarking was Xerox. It was under the 
70’s, as Xerox was under hard competition from Japan and other American companies, 
this way of improve the organisations profits and strengthen its position on the market 
was developed. (Bergren 1992) 
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Xerox has developed a way to proceed with benchmarking, which can be viewed in pic-
ture 5 down below. 

Planning: Understand the own process and 
measure important factors of success. 

Research: Find a suitable organisation to 
benchmark with. 

Study: Study the comparison process ca-
pacity and analyse gaps. 

Analyse: Determine reasons of the differ-
ences in the two processes. 

Adapt: Choose the best countermeasure 
and modify it to the own environment. 

Improve: Implement the countermeasure 
and measure the modified process. 

Plan 

Do 

Study 

Learn 

 
Picture 5: The process of benchmarking according to Xerox. (Watson, 1992) 
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4 Method 
This section explains how the task was solved. 

4.1 Pre- study 
To be able to reach right target and at a correct way there was a briefly pre-study. The 
problem was developed and a plan to solve it was created. 

4.2 Current state analysis 
It is important to have a good picture of the current state, partly to avoid extra and un-
needed work and partly to have a stable ground to stand on during work. 
 
The current state analysis was made through: 
 

• Interviews with workers in all kind of positions. 
• Practice in production line to build an experience and understanding in a user 

point of view. 
• Written material at Scania CV AB 

 
The interviews and the practice were performed at: 
 

• Scania MSPA   (Södertälje) 
• Scania MSM  (Södertälje) 
• Scania MA  (Anger, France) 
• Scania MZ  (Zwolle, Nederland) 
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4.3 Benchmarking  
A large part of the work was to do a mapping of how other producing factories and com-
panies do it  to day. 
 
The main points in the benchmarking. 
 

• What are the other companies doing 
• How are they doing it 
• Why are the doing it 

 
The benchmarking was carried out through visits at the factories with interviews. The in-
terviews were held with as much people as allowed. 
 
The bench markings were made at: 

 
• Volvo Trucks 
• Volvo Cars 
• Volvo Aero 
• Volvo Construction equipment  
• SAAB Automobile 
• IKEA 
• Scania Oskarshamn 
• Scania Engine   

 
In the appendix all visits are documented.  

4.4 Theory 
To anchor the work in the academic world and to get a more objective view during solv-
ing and developing the problem a deep dive in the theory was made. 
 
Main parts of theory 

• Interview technique. Mostly of the information in this thesis are gathered through 
interviews, therefore it is important to have standardised way of performing the 
interviews so that the input are objective 

• SPS, Scania Production System 
• Contacts with professionals in the area. 
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5 Current state and analyses 
This section accounts for the current state analyses performed at Scania’s productions 
units in Anger, development line at Södertälje, Södertälje and Zwolle. 
 

5.1 Scania chassis line in Anger 
They have MONA descriptions in Anger and use it a tiny little bit more then other as-
sembly workshops. They have different levels of information in Mona instructions, it is 
done locally and problems exist with verifying the correct material needs. 
They are frequently use some kind of introduction kits which is created locally. 
The process engineers have not full access to the Avix system, which generates some 
problems when information from MSPP comes with the Avix system. 
They have standards and they know how to use it. 
Sometimes are they using “masters” which is a pre-assembled part of what you should 
assemble. 
They use temporary instructions, often with pictures, when a need is prompted in form of 
for example bad quality in assembling new parts. 

5.2 Scania development line in Södertälje 
At the development line they are using and verifying Mona instructions. 
They have started create some kind of “introduction kit”, but it is for one thing and it is 
done without any direct guidance and continuously work plan. 
Here they use Avix in a larger scale, both for updating the Avix system and for clarifying 
difficult assembly sequences. 

5.3 Scania chassis line in Södertälje 
Uses Mona almost never  
Some kind of introduction kit is created locally but not in the same scale as in for exam-
ple Anger. They have standards as a backup and they are used a few times a year. 
A little bit more of temporary instructions compared with other assembly workshops and 
they are mostly about difficult sequence or simplifying assembling of similar variations. 
They have access to Avix and use it when needed, but not so often. 

5.4 Scania chassis line in Zwolle 
In generally are they satisfied with what MSPP delivers They uses Mona instructions and 
are content with the information but thinks it is a little to much unnecessary information 
that “hides” the important information. 
Together with Anger are they creating and uses the most introduction kits. 
They use Tempo description and standards and have nothing to complain about there. 
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5.5 Analyse 
After a short investigation a fact stood clear. The one thing that should ensure that the 
truck is built according to specification, MONA, is not used, almost never, but there ex-
ists some exceptions. The reason of this is according to assembly personnel: 

• Do not have the time to find their section in the giant bundle of papers. 
• Sometimes it is wrong information in the MONA specification so the assembly 

personnel know better how the truck should be built. 
• Lots of texts that are not necessary for building the truck are presented in MONA 

and there is no time to read all. 
• In some assembly workshops is not MONA following the truck or the assembly 

personnel experience that the MONA instruction is hard to find. 
 
There are some local experiments about the level of information in MONA specification. 
The mutual part of those projects is to decrease the amount of information so in that way 
make the important information more accessible. The idea is in the right direction but as 
the problem is global, it should be handled from the global production development de-
partment. The idea is not that MSPP should decide what the assembly personnel should 
have in MONA instruction but handle the technique and ensure that the quality does not 
suffer. 
 
One main thing that came out of our survey of the current state was that nobody reads a 
lot of texts and it would be better to have new or tricky things on pictures. Today a lot of 
fine materials are produced but not much are used and adds value to the products. 
 
The Avix system is a excellent tool for balancing, show movies and pictures of tempos 
and so on. The problem is that it is a tool for engineers and not for assembly personnel. 
Not even every production technician has access to Avix, so here are lot of work done for 
the gain of nothing. 
 
In the deliveries of tempo description are there principally an issue with the time of the 
tempo. It is good that the time of an ideal workshop is presented so it can be a type of 
goal to reach, but the time of assembling the parts should be presented separately. This is 
for all of them whom has not access to Avix and want to compare the ideal assembly time 
with the practical time. 
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Some pictures with temporary instructions exists of for example tricky assembly se-
quences and that highlights the need of instructions with pictures, that is when it is to dif-
ficult to describe some assembly information in texts. 
 
When new products are introduced there is obviously a need of some educa-
tional/informing material. That is based on all of the introduction material we have faced, 
visiting assembly workshops and discussions with process engineers. 
Today the work is done locally with a great deal of variations and information flows be-
tween locally assembly workshops. 
Those “introduction kit’s ” should be directed from MSPP in our opinion. 
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6 Results 
In this section the results are presented. As a ground for the results, benchmarking, cur-
rent state analysis and some theory are used. The results in 7.2 to 7.4 more or less exist in 
a similar shape to day. It is the mix that is important in the writer’s opinion. During the 
development, the results have been tested continuously with the final user. 

6.1 Decision template 
To get a common level at the assembly instructions there is a need of a decision template 
to know when to do it. With common level the thought is that for example MA will know 
that if there are new deliveries of instructions, it is important. And on the contrary, there 
are no information missing. 
The decision template should be used during developing of new parts and hopefully turn 
out to be a way of thinking for the people working with instructions.  
In the decision template there are 6 checkpoints, these are developed in collaboration 
with customer of the instruction material. The points are: 
 

1. C-failure 
Critical failure, a critical failure are a failure with great consequences. For exam-
ple if there is possibility of steering failure if a nut is mounted at the wrong way, it 
is a typical C-failure. If this not correct it will stop production and the product 
may be dangerous for the user. 

2. L-Failure 
Law-failure, a law failure is a failure regulated by law.  

3. Ergonomic important.  If the assembly includes anything that may be harmful for 
the assembly personnel it should be highlighted. 

4. Difficult to assemble correct, sometimes there is a need of special technique to as-
semble a part without have any problem with it and not damage it.  

5. Visual important for customer, for example stickers that should be visible.  
6. Critical/important task, if there are something extra important, highlight it. 

 
If it is possible to say yes to anyone of the sex points, a tempo description or Introduction 
kit should be created.  
An example of decision template is presented on the next page. 
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Decision template for tempo description and introduction kit

Description of analysed product/process

Check YES NO

C failure 

L failure 

Ergonomic important 

Difficult to assemble correct

Visual important for customer

Critical/important sequence/task

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

If there are any YES, manufacture tempo description SUM

Comments

FA-team Issued by, date.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture6: An example of decision template. 
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6.2 Tempo description 
The thought with the tempo description are that it should be pedagogic, exact and easy to 
use for the customer. It contains one visible part where pictures explain what to do and 
where at the truck. Three columns explaining with words “What to do”, “Important to 
think in while doing it” and “What will happen if you don’t do it”. If there is an extra 
need of highlighting, three symbols are available. “Security risk”. 
The tempo description contains the amount of part so that it should be possible to use it in 
optional line at Scania even though the lines do not have the same structure. 
An example of tempo description is presented on the next page. 
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Tempo description Chassis variant Issuer, date Assembly time

Example All variants HPI/PDE fuel pipes Name 051027
Tempo/Name Symbols Total time

Mount chafe protection
Picture / Photograph Sy Nr Operation Important/to thing Reason

1 Cut the extra heater
and stripes (white pipe).

2

3 Place the fuel pipes
at the consol

Material- and machine handling Steps

Get cutter and stripes 10

MP

DS

Name Date Signature

Wrap up chafe protection on 
the br-pipes. 

Will chafe against 
nipple

90 sec.

Wind up high 
under the frame.

Cut extra heater 
approx. 1 dm 
longer than br-
pipes

Is it much longer, 
the redundant 
material will be in 
the way for next 
operator and is it 
to short it will be 
harder connect.
Easier to connect

When HPI wind 
up RB, RX, RA, 
RU, fuel level 
sensor cable and 
extra heater. 
Leave only 1,5 
dm of fuel level 
sensor cable.

100 sec.C
Safety po int/
C-deviation

Mark with  X where  
the tempo is 
executed.     

Security 
risk !

F

R

L

B

Quality=
check Q

1

2 Important to 
think on

X

X

3

Symbols to high-light 
assembly point if it is 
extra important in a 
quality, security risk 
or critical point of 
view

Assembly time and 
total time (steps in-
cluded) 

Picture at part and 
simple drawing with 
an X where the tempo 
are preformed at truck.  

Columns explaining 
assembly point, im-
portant to think on 
when assembling and 
the reason. 

Area for signing when 
there is an update. Explaining which tool 

to be used. 

Picture 7: An example of tempo description. 
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6.3 Introduction kit 
During development there should be a pre dispatch of information, explaining what is 
happening, when introduction are planned. When the development is finished, a complete 
one-time introduction kit should be dispatched. It contains drawings, text, part numbers 
and dates. 
An example of introduction kit is presented on the next page. 
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 c
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Plan n°:1392959

Modification techniqueModification techniqueModification techniqueModification technique

Pour Scania AngersPour Scania Angers::Pour Scania AngersPour Scania Angers::

Principale raison du changementPrincipale raison du changement:Principale raison du changementPrincipale raison du changement:

Information 
omplémentaires du 
ournisseur

Nouvelle mesure du bon 
ssemblage: 
A1: 25.5 +/- 1mm
A2: 26.5 +/- 1mm

Produit affecté : Crochet Orlandi et Lupo
Clusters concernés: P21
Ptco: R10645
Part Period : 2005 06 4
N° châssis: 9101377, 9101384

ECO 366305 : ajustement serrage crochet remorquage

SANPLB

Plan n°:1377656

Modification techniqueModification techniqueModification techniqueModification technique

Pour Scania AngersPour Scania Angers::Pour Scania AngersPour Scania Angers::

Principale raison du changementPrincipale raison du changement:Principale raison du changementPrincipale raison du changement:

- Suite à l’introduction de nouveaux 
supports de lame avant, besoin de rivets de 
diamètre 14.3 mm au lieu de 13 

- nouveau rivets :
-1404990 14.3x45  
-1739936  14.3x55

Produit affecté : 
Clusters concernés:
Ptco: R10637
Part Period : PP 07 2
N° châssis: 9101807

ECO 366804, 354913  : nouveaux rivets

SANPLB

Évolution des normes(g/Km)

Monoxyde de 
carbone 

Hydrocarbures  
imbrûlés

oxyde 
d’azote

Octobre 2006

Octobre2009

2012

Picture 8: An example of an idea for an introduction kit. 
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6.4 Work order 
This is a way of getting fast information in line. It is paper attached visible at the truck 
through entire line, at this paper there are information that the operator may choose. If for 
example the operator want to know if a specific part should be mounted instead of the 
ordinary part, then he/she makes a template for that and also completes it with a peda-
gogic name.  
See appendix B. 
 
MSP should not deliver the Work order frequently, it is the concept who should bee de-
veloped and then delivered to the PRU:s. When it is delivered, each PRU should be the 
owners of their own work order.  
An example of work order is presented on the next page. 
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Picture 9: An example of work order. 
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6.5 Benchmarking 
When the benchmarking are considered as a very important part of this work, it is seen 
not only as a ground for remaining results but also a result it self. 
 
This will be a short summarise of the benchmarking, but for the one that are interested 
appendixes are strongly recommended. 
 
The companies who where visited works, in a roughly point of view, quite similar ac-
cording to what kind of products they produce. For example are both SAAB Automobile 
and Volvo Cars are at the same track but they are not at the same level. With other words, 
similar tools are often used to secure the assembly. This probably arises from the fact that 
many are learning from the master of assembly precision, TOYOTA. At all workshops 
visited with assembly, it is possible to see small to great parts of the so called TOYOTA-
model. 
 
Two companies will be presented here, they are elected because one of them is standing 
in the frontline of production development and the other are producing a similar product 
as Scania. 

6.5.1 SAAB AUTOMOBILE 
It is often said that SAAB are the producer that have come most far in production devel-
opment, the base for the whole thinking are the TOYOTA-model. It’s visible everywhere, 
it is clean, nothing unnecessary everywhere, etc. The thing that has improved the produc-
tion most are the standardization, since they started with standardization, quality failures 
has decreased with 60%. Two of the tools they are using for standardization in line are 
liked very much by the writers and also very similar to the results “Tempo description” 
and “Work order.” They are using a instruction which they call “JES- Job Element Sheet” 
where they breaks the information down to a part-level to avoid the possibility to make 
an error. (Have a look in appendix for more information). Further a counterpart to “Work 
order” is used. There is no written information available but to get a feeling it is recom-
mended to read the result “Work order” To conclude the way of thinking at SAAB there 
are, with there own words, three main points. Understanding, understanding and under-
standing. 
 

6.5.2 Volvo Trucks 
Volvo trucks have recently implemented a new system, SPRINT, this shall be such a 
complete system that there shall be no need for any other systems. It is unknown for the 
writers how it works because at the time for the visit they used there old systems. The old 
systems were so complicated to use so the only information caught by operators was if 
there were any variations. This is quite interesting, they are actually not really using any 
assembly instruction, but still they had good quality and the trucks were looking the 
same. Instead the operators got good product knowledge.  
 
Again, have look in the appendix to get a better picture of the benchmarking. 
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7 Discussion and conclusion 
This piece of work has foremost reviewed the mapping of which tools (information aids) 
used today to insure the quality of the assembly. In addition to the mapping the objective 
have been to find out how good the tools works and what does who are using them wants. 
 
Problems with the work are that there are huge amounts of ways to transfer information. 
To day there are a lot of solutions already. Furthermore great parts of the work are based 
on humans, a lot of different humans. Then you will gets you many wills (sometime un-
willingness) and many ways of interpret the information. It is probably impossible to de-
sign a tool which everyone is satisfied with. 
 
The results presented in this work are just the tip of an iceberg and can, accept the 
benchmarking be seen as small tools in a great process. To develop this process, of 
course there have to be good tools but today there are already a number of good solu-
tions. Even thou continuous development are important the writers catch the feeling of 
that there are no need of developing the tools now. The focus should instead be at devel-
oping the process to insure the quality of the assembly. To begin with, this should be 
done through that fixed lines are drawn and a mapping of which systems really are 
needed. All this to create a process avoiding parallel working systems. With other words, 
it is about getting everyone to work towards the common objectives, at a common way. 
Scania and some other producers have come quite far but in an objective point of view 
the feeling everyone has to get better in this area. Maybe it is this way just because in as-
sembly workshops without to much automatization got a big part of human factor per 
produced unit and therefore have to take that in consideration. 
 
A source of error in this work could be that it is easy to get influenced by the surround-
ing. The authors have of course, struggled to not get influenced but when working 
through many ways of showing information, and mostly in a detailed and therefore get a 
good understanding for how it should be used and knows the thoughts behind. Then al-
most everything feels understandable and good. That gives you the spontaneous conclu-
sion that understanding in multiple levels is important. 
 
There a conclusion that feels obvious, but still many people forget to work after. 
It really doesn’t matter how good a tools are if no one are using it, or not using it correct. 
To get a tool used and used correct it got to be simple, easy to use and contain correct in-
formation. This, hand in hand with understanding for the general picture and the informa-
tion will secure the assembly. 
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Appendix A 
Scania Oskarshamn 
An investigation of assembly instructions with concerned personnel 

• Process engineer 
• Product preparator 
• Assembly personnel 

 
Process engineer 

• What do you have? 
Work order (MOVE), position standards, tempo descriptions and extra papers 
with temporary highlighted information.  

 
• Why do you have it? 

MOVE was created so that the assembly personnel easily and quickly can see 
important information on the next cab. 
Position standards is a guide to the assembly personnel so they  
Tempo descriptions 
 

• How do you use it? 
MOVE was created so that the assembly personnel easily and quickly can see 
important information on the next cab. 
Position standards so assembly personnel work in an accurate and standardized 
way and so different article are mounted in a correct way. 
Tempo descriptions are used to balancing the amount of work in the work sta-
tions and are located in binders at the work stations. 

 
• Who uses it? 

New assembly personnel: 
They use all the information that exists. 

 
Experienced assembly personnel: 
Looking at work orders and uses tempo descriptions, it is highly unusual that 
they look at positions standards.  

 
• Who creates it? 

The assembly personnel create tempo descriptions and position standard. Process 
engineers create work orders.    

 
• How is it created? 

Assembly personnel create tempo descriptions and position standards manually 
and are verified by process engineers. 
MOVE takes data from MONA and via a SIN-file is the data implemented into a 
WORD document made by process preparator. 
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• How does the system get updated? 

Tempo descriptions and position standards should be updated when a new item is 
introduced. When updating MOVE, the data strings MOVE is built of are up-
dated. 

 
• How is the functionality? 

It is to long time before changes are carried out when updating MOVE. If you 
could have picture together with instruction, like MONA, that would enhance the 
assembling and the quality. 

 
• Will there be a delivery to Brazil within near future? 

That is not decided yet; a discussion is taking place about the future strategy 
 
Product preparator 

• What do you have? 
Product information sheet (PI) 
MOVE 

 
• Why do you have it? 

To inform concerned personnel when new products are introduced in the process. 
MOVE was created so that the assembly personnel easily and quickly can see 
important information on the next cab. 
 

• How do you use it? 
MOVE was created so that the assembly personnel easily and quickly can see 
important information on the next cab. 
Position standards so assembly personnel work in an accurate and standardized 
way and so different article are mounted in a correct way. 
Tempo descriptions are used to balancing the amount of work in the work sta-
tions and are located in binders at the work stations. 

 
• Who uses it? 

New assembly personnel: 
They use all the information that exists. 

 
Experienced assembly personnel: 
Looking at work orders and uses tempo descriptions, it is highly unusual that 
they look at positions standards.  

 
• Who creates it? 

The assembly personnel create tempo descriptions and position standard. Process 
engineers create work orders.  
Process preparator   
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• How is it created? 
Assembly personnel create tempo descriptions and position standards manually 
and are verified by process engineers. 
MOVE takes data from MONA and via a SIN-file is the data implemented into a 
WORD document made by process preparator. 

 
• How does the system get updated? 

Tempo descriptions and position standards should be updated when a new item is 
introduced. When updating MOVE, the data strings MOVE is built of are up-
dated. 

 
• How is the functionality? 

It is a problem that it takes one and a half day to update MOVE until it reaches 
manufacturing line. 
 

• Will there be a delivery to Brazil within near future? 
Probably 

 
Assembly personnel 

• What do you have? 
Work order, position standards, tempo descriptions and extra papers with tempo-
rary highlighted information.  

 
• Why do you have it? 

To see if there are any variations, balancing the amount of work at each station 
and get information if there is some kind of trouble or product change.  

 
• How do you use it? 

Work order:  Looking at it for some article numbers and specific items.  
Position standard: Assembly order, based on Best Practice. 
Tempo description: Clocking assembly time and place the tempo on a suitable 
workstation to balancing the workload. 

 
• Who uses it? 

New assembly personnel: 
Have not used any written or visual information at all, only oral information 
through mentor.  
 
Experienced assembly personnel: 
Looks at work order and a few are sometimes looking in position standards and 
tempo descriptions. 

 
• Who creates it? 

Work order: Process engineer 
Position standard: Assembly personnel 
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Tempo description: Assembly personnel 
 

• How is it created? 
Work order: Process engineer 
Position standard: Assembly personnel 
Tempo description: Assembly personnel 

 
• How does the system get updated? 

Work order: Process is updated by process engineer 
Position standard: Assembly personnel,  
Tempo description: Assembly and position standards get updated by assembly 
personnel when there is a product change or unbalance. 
 

• How is the functionality? 
“Good, but we do not use instructions that much. You learn the combinations by 
heart” 
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Process chart Scania Oskarshamn 

 

PT 

BE 

OP 

– Final instruction   - instruction during develop-
ing  

t

Org 

Mona/Avix 

WO

WO Tempo Standard PI
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Volvo Aero 
An investigation of assembly instructions with concerned personnel 

• Process engineer 
• Assembly personnel 

 
Process engineer 

• What do you have? 
Shop traveller, a sheet with text information concluding material number on parts and control points 
with stamp areas. 

 
Mounting instruction, a book which describes how and in which sequence work should be done. In 
addition it is showing which toll the mechanic should use.  

 
MOK, Mounting and Control instruction, give what material number, the part designation, position 
number, where to find the parts, the amount of each part, in which sequence and if the sequence is a 
control point. 

 
• Why do you have it? 

The shop traveller tells the assembly personnel what parts must be mounted.  
 

The mounting instruction is to avoid having all drawings at the working bench.  
 

The mounting and control instruction is for traceability. 
 

• How do you use it? 
Shop traveller:  Each station has its own sheet for each engine and each engine module. When the 
engine arrives to a new station, a folder containing the shop travellers comes along with it and tells 
the assembly personnel what to be assembled. 
 
Mounting instruction: The mounting book describes how to mount and gives some clarifying pic-
tures to some tasks that according to assembly personnel need to be visually presented. 
 
Mounting and control instruction: This book tells in which order each item should be mounted and 
prompt out if there are any tasks that are control points. Then the assembly personnel check its 
work and stamps in the book if proper quality level is reached. 

 
• Who uses it? 

New assembly personnel: 
Most of the information is verbally transferred from an experienced assembly person to the new 
one. In addition to that the new one uses all available systems and going thru a certification educa-
tion before they are allowed mounting by themselves. 

 
Experienced assembly personnel: 
More experienced personnel only use the mounting and control instruction and the shop traveller. 
 

• Who creates it? 
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It is the local process engineer who creates all assembly supported documents. 
 
• How is it created? 

The company General Electric (GE) provides Volvo Aero with all raw material data. The process 
engineers collect it and process it into shop travellers, mounting instructions and mounting and con-
trol instructions. 

 
• How does the system get updated? 

Process engineers update all documents by hand and they do it after consultation with assembly 
personnel.  

 
• How is the functionality? 

The system is unwieldy and not so pedagogical and as mention before, more experienced personnel 
does not use all instruction but new ones and at further education. To sum up, they thinks it works 
rather well and the users says that they are content. 
 

Product preparator 
Volvo aero does not have this job description. It is the process engineers who do the product 
preparation. 

 
Assembly personnel 

• What do you have? 
Shop traveller, a sheet with text information concluding material number on parts and control points 
with stamp areas. 

 
Mounting instruction, a book which describes how and in which sequence work should be done. In 
addition it is showing which toll the mechanic should use.  

 
MOK, Mounting and Control instruction, give what material number, the part designation, position 
number, where to find the parts, the amount of each part, in which sequence and if the sequence is a 
control point. 

 
• Why do you have it? 

To verify that correct part is mounted at right engine. The papers are stamped for follow ups and af-
ter sale services. 

 
• How do you use it? 

Reads the information in the shop travellers and after finished assembly and verified a correct work, 
the shop travellers control areas get stamped. 
 
The mounting instruction is only used during education of a new employee. 
 
Mounting and Control instruction is used to find out what material number to mount, the part des-
ignation, position number, where to find the part, the amount of each part, in which sequence and if 
the sequence is a control point. 
 

• Who uses it? 
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New assembly personnel: 
Most of the information is verbally transferred from an experienced assembly person to the new 
one. In addition to that the new one uses all available systems and going thru a certification educa-
tion before they are allowed mounting by themselves. 

 
Experienced assembly personnel: 
More experienced personnel only use the mounting and control instruction and the shop traveller. 

 
• Who creates it? 

The process engineers. 
 
• How is it created? 

Assembly personnel do not participate in that process. 
 
• How does the system get updated? 

Assembly personnel provide the process engineers with updated information. 
 

• How is the functionality? 
The negative is that the system is unsupple, but in the whole it works well. 

 

GE – General Electrics    
PE – Process Engineer   
Me – Mechanic  
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Volvo Trucks 
An investigation of assembly instructions with concerned personnel 

• Process engineer 
• Product preparator  
• Assembly personnel 

 
Process engineer 

• What do you have? 
The old system: 
MONA via the module MUL (ver. 2.4.1) gathers the information of a spe-
cific truck and generates the assembling instructions. It has no possibility 
to highlight or make the information italic (see the attached material from 
Volvo Trucks). 
The new system: 
SPRINT generates assembly instructions and quality instructions. In case 
of need for more specific information, SPRINT marks a notification to look 
in INFO files. 
INFO Files contains more detailed/longer instructions on known problems 
and complex assembly steps.  

 
• Why do you have it? 

To avoid building the trucks faulty. 
 

• How do you use it? 
The assembly instruction arrives with each truck and contains article 
number, some text fields and a picture sometimes. In case of introduction 
of a new part, it is printed in bold and underlined the 200 first cars. 

 
• Who uses it? 

New assembly personnel: 
Working together with a mentor and after a while alone with random qual-
ity checks until declared fully trained. 
 
Experienced assembly personnel: 
Do not read assembly instructions if there is not a need, for example qual-
ity problems or introduction of a new article. 
 
 

• Who creates it? 
See system map. 

 
• How is it created? 

The mechanical design department sends out all information of a truck 
through their system KOLA to  
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It is the process engineer who creates the instructions and INFO files. 
The assembly personnel come to process engineers with information so 
the systems get updated. 

• How does the system get updated? 
In case of a new item, in the old system MONA, you had to change in 
three different structures to make a complete update. In the new system, 
SPRINT, you only have to change in one structure. 
 

• How is the functionality? 
SPRINT makes it better for the assembly personnel with the possibility to 
show pictures and make the information more clearly with colour, high-
lighted, italic and show tool and torque. 

 
Product preparator 

Volvo trucks did not provide us with any assembly personnel to inter-
view, due to lack of time. 

 
Assembly personnel 

Volvo trucks did not provide us with any assembly personnel to inter-
view, due to lack of time. 

 
 
 

Process chart Volvo Trucks 

 

BE 

Design 

PT 

OP 

– Final instruction   - instruction during develop-
ing  

t

org. 

KOLA 

  

SPRINT

SPRINT SPRINT

AI File AI File 
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